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1. Introduction 
Hedlund and Rothaus [ I] proved that. when a parallel map realized in a cellular 
nutorjlaton is surjective, it is open if and only if it has a cross-section. provided that 
the dimension of the cellular automaton is restricted to one. To establish the result. 
they used a theorem of Michael 121, the proof of which is accomplished 5~ six 
~ucce4ve steps of reductions. WC int;educe the notion of I~~cl’~zg cross-sections 
_#keely, which is apparently stronger notion than that of having a cross-section, and 
give a primitive proof of a theorem, uhich says that a surjective parallel map is 
open if and only if it has cross-sections freely. In this theorem the restriction that 
the dimension of cellular automat must be one is relaxed. 
2. Preliminaries 
T‘or simplicity, we chdl limit our attention to arrays of two dimensions. All the 
concepts ;rnd results about two-dimensiwx~l arrays below are easily generalized to 
c:lrry over to arrays of arbitrary finite dimensions. 
Let 2’ = (0. I, . . . 1 y - I} and let Z be the set of integers. An element of 2’ and 
an element of Z-’ are called a state and a cell, respectively. A mapping from Z2 to 
E is called a cortfigurafiort. denoted by c. By C we denote the set of all the 
contigurations. Let X be an rl-tuple of distinct elements of Z’. From a mapping (1 
from Y to E ,and X = (xi, . . . , x,,), we can define a mapping r: C + 6‘ as follow: 
T( (.‘1 = C’ ifandonlyif,fora~yx~Z2,c(x)=a(c’(x+x,) ,..., c’(x+x,,)). 
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Such a global map defined in this way is called a puruffef map. A mapping from 2” 
to 2 and X are called a local nzup and a rzeighborhood irzdex respectively. Formally, 
a two-dimensional cellular uuton~ufon is defined to be a quadruple (ii?, 2'. X. a). 
Let B,,, ((I c i d j) denote the subset of L’ defined as 
In particular. &, means Z’. Let x,, . . . , xc, be the nine elements of B,,,,. As in [3], 
we fix the neighborhood index to X = (x,, . . . , x,) unless otherwise stated. Note 
that X is usually called Moore’s neighborhood index. The restriction of c to B,., is 
denoted by clB ,,,. Let Pi,, = {C 1 Bi,, 1 c E C). F or i, j such that 0 d i d j, an element of 
P,., is called a puttem. I.et pI and p2 be mappings from D, to C and from D2 to 2’ 
respectively, where D,, D-, 5 ii??. D, A D2 = (3, where 13 denotes the empty set. The 
union of p1 and p2, denoted by ,v, u p2, is the mapping from D, u Dz to S defined 
as follows: 
Let % = ( /I,., 1 p,., E P,.,, 0 s i 5 j < w}. A mapping T: C + C is naturally extended to 
obtain a partial mapping 6: ’ fT -* X. That is, for i. j such that i + 2 6 j. T’( p,.,! is defined 
by 77 p,.,) = dC)IB, 4 I./ 1 v where c is a configuration such that p,, = cJB,_!. 
We define a metric n on C Let I’, . c-, E Cl. If cl = c2. then R( cl. c2) = 0. If cl - cJ. 
Ict i be the least nonncgati\e integer such that ~#3,., f c@,.,. and define O( cl. cJ) = 
I /( I + i). Then C‘ constitutes a metric space with me:k 0. Lcr {c,) denote an infinite 
squence q,. c*, , c-?, . . . of configurations. It is e ~sy to see that {c,} has limit point (’ 
if and only if for any k -2 0 there exists j such that c’IB,,.~ = I*@,, I, for all i > j. Every 
infmitc .qucncc of configurations has a subst~~ut~ce that converges I-l!. In \Vhiil 
follows, a subsequence of (c,} is given by ;I niqlpin, (1 18 on the set of nonncgatiw 
integers. That is, {c,.,,~} means the subsequence c* ,.,,,,. (*,-( l ,. . . . The shift or shift 
trxi~formatioii is thtz mapping y,: C’ + C dcfinccl by y,(~)(s) = W-‘L where i c { 1. 2). 
3. A characterization of open parallel maps 
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Proof. Suppose in contradictiorl th; t T is continuous and that the condition of the 
lemma does not hold. Then there exists x E H’ such that for any i 2 0 and for any 
p: E”? + Z there exist c and c” that s;ltA’v the following conditions. That is, d 
(c(?l=c and c(x)fp(C(x+x,),. . .2(x+x,,,)), where I%,., =(x1, . . . , x ,,*, }. 
Therefore. there exist x E Z2 such that for any i 2 0 there exist c;, ?;. c: with 
q(?,)=c,, q(?:)=c: ~;j~+Bo.,=~l!x+B,,., and c,(x)#c:(x), 
where x + B,,., =(X+X’ IX’ E &}. Let us denote the sequences &, Cl,. . . and 
c;,.c’;.... by ((t,} and (c’: ), respectrvely. Then, there exist subsequences {c’,,, ,,} and 
(c’:., , , } of { ?,> and (F:}. respectively, such that both { c’,.,i,} ?ind (?i,, ;)) converge to 
the same point. where u k a mapping on the set of nonnegative integer-s. Let us 
denote by li;n c’,., , the limit point of {c’,.,,, }. Then, since q is continuous, we have 
linW?:,,,kc”(lim c’: .,,,) and limq(~:.,,,)=q(lim ?: ,,*, ). 
Since lim c,.,,, = lim Lf: ,,,,. we have lim cp( c’,.,1, ) = lim q(?:,, ,, ), which contradicts to 
the fact that 
~+,.,,, )(sj=c ,.,,, (x)fc: .,,, (s)=~(&,,)(x) foranyi~0. 
Conversely assume the condition of the lemma to hold. Let {t,) be an ark-al-y 
sequence that converges. Let lim (t, = t. and let j be ;m arbitrary nonnegative integer. 
Put k = mas,. !<,, i,. There exist II :z 0 such that n( cl. ?j <, 1 /t 1 + j+ k ) for any i -b 11. 
That is. CtlB,,.I, k = cfiIB,,.f, h for any i > II. Therefore, by the condition of the lemma, 
cFW&., = q(?)If? ,,_, for any i> II. That is, &q(cf,),&%~ l/(l+j) for any i> II. 
Thus lim q( (t,) = q( c’) = q(lim (t, 1. which implies that q is continuous. cz! 
Let k be a positive integer. For c E C. let us denote {c’ 1 d( c’, 6) < l/( 1 + k j} by 
S(c~B,,.L). Clearly, StclB,,.J ={~‘I~*‘J&J = cIB,,,~}. S(clB,,J is called a s@ere. Let 
us denote by Y the class of spheres. That is, 9 = { S( t-1 & ) ) c E C, k 2 O}. It is known 
that .‘I constitutes a basis for :he system of open sets of (C d). That is. for any 
mm-empty open set 0 of (C. d), there exists a subset Y’ of .‘I such that 0 = IJ Tf’, 
whert (J .‘I’ dcnctes the union of set< in !/‘. The function f: C-Y C is defined to be 
;m open map if and only if. for any open set 0 of (C. tl), ft 0) is open. where f( 0) 
dtmcm3 ( f( c I/ c tl: 0). 
&3cforc prccLdir)g to the formal description of the next Icmma, we give a graphical 
t-cprcwntatiw of ,Y. m-hi& helps to understand the proof of the lemma. 
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Consider the infinite tree G7 = ( 9 u(h), E, A), where P v(h) is the set of vertices, 
E the set of edges and A tht. root of the tree. As usual a path is a sequence of finite 
or infinite numbers of vertices p,, pi+ I , pi,.?, . . . such that ( p,, p,+ I) f E for any j 2 i. 
If (pi, pi+l) is in E, then pi is called the father of pi+1 , and pi+ 1 is called a SON of 
pi. If there is 2 path from pi to pi, then pi is an ancestor of pi and pi is a descettdattt 
of pi* In the following a vertex PE .9 is regarded to represent sphere S(p). Then 
clearly S(p) includes S( p’) if and only if there exists a path from p to p’ in G-1. 
An infinite path that begins at A is regarded to reprco,ent a configuration. When a 
path is represented as an infinite sequence A, po, pI , p2,. . . , the configuration c 
denoted by the path is such that CIB0.i = p, E PO,, for any i 2 0. The configuration c 
denoted by the path A, p(), ill, p, . . . is contained in S( #v) if and only if p is on the 
path, i.e., p = p, for some j. Consider a sequence of configurations denoted by (c,). 
Let c, bt: denoted by the path A, p,,, piz,. . . . The sequence {c,) converges to c if 
and only if for any k Z= 0 there exist j 2 0 such that cl& = 11,~ for any i 3 j. 
In the next lemma, S( c’IB,,,~) is taken arbitrarily meanh that c E C’ and k 3 0 are 
chosen arbitrarily. 
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From (iii) above, for any fi,, there exist ci E C and S’ E 9, such that c, E S’ E 9, and 
CM,,., = p,. i)n the other hand, (ii) implies that (c,} has a limit. Let lim c, = c. Clearly 
cl&., = fi, Ix any i 2 0. Then it will be seen that 
ciz dS,). (2) 
Because, if we assume in contradiction that c E 7( S,), then there exist S,, E 9, such 
that c E So. Because s(S,) = U 9, holds, S,, is represented as S( pi) for some j 2 1 
and pI E I$,.,. Therefore, c E So implies that p, = cl&, = b,. Thus So = S( pi) = S( bj) E 
Y,, which contradicts to ( 1). Thus (2) is verified. Since c, E S’ E YI and T( S,) = U ,sP,, 
there exist c: E S, such that 7( c:) = c,. We can choose a subsequence {c:.,,,} of {c:} 
so that {c:.,,,) h as a limit, where v is a mapping on the set of ncznegative integers. 
Let lim c:.,,, = c’. Then, si,:ce St is also a closed set, we have c’ E S,. On the other 
hand, since 7 is continuous. 
T( c’) = 7(lim c: .,,,) = lirn ~(c: ,,,,) = lim c,.,;, = c. 
Thus. we have CC f(S,), which is a contradictit . . to (2). 0 
We are now readv tcl pr.we t!xtt either of the properties in the following definition? e 
characterizes open pr\rallel maps. 
definition 3.3. r has cross-sections freely if and only if for any c E C there exists a 
continuous map q: C+ C such that TV is the identity mapping and (p(+)) = C, 
where am = T(~((I’)I. 
Definition 3.4. Let T be an arbitrary set of pairs of configurations satisfying the 
following cc>nditions: 
(i) V(C*‘.~)E T, T(c’)=c, 
c; I&A f c~lS,,,k implies c,lS,,,,,( f c21B,, . ,,. 
T Iws cross-sactims proyerl~ if and only if there exists a continuous mapping 
SC: C--@ C \uch that 7~ is the identity mapping on C and (c(c) = c’ for any (c’. cl E T. 
We note here that Definition 3.-W) is a necessary condition in order to have a 
continuous mapping Q with the properties mentioned in Definition 3.4. To show 
this. wt’ assume in contradiction that there exists a continuous mapping q which 
\:&fics the condition\ of the above definitions except for (ii). Then 
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Then we obtain four sequences of configurations {cl,,,,}, { ci,,,}. {cl,,,} and (c,,,}. 
Clearly, there exists a mapping v on the set of nonnegative integers such that 
subsequences (c! ,,,, ,)}, {&,,,,,}, {c, ,,,,, J and (c2 ,,,,, IJ of these sequences converge. 
From (3) it clearly follows that 
and, from (4), we have lim cl ,‘, “,,, = lim c2,,( ,,,,. Therefore, since q is continuous. 
which contradicts (5). 
Note that, if r has cross-sections properly or freely. then it is surjectivc. In [I], 
7 is defined to have a cross-section if and only if there exists a continuous mapping 
q: C -+ C’ such that ?(p is the identity mapping. Clearly, if t has cross-section> 
properly tx- freely, then it has a cross-section. In [2], Michael proved a theorem. 
which states that T is open iF and only if T has a cross-section. provided that T is H 
surjective parallel map of a r,ne-diInensioIl;ll cellular automaton. We shall establish 
a generalization of the equivnlewe theorem. In the following theorem the restriction 
that the dimension of the ccWar automaton is onto is rtzlased. 
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Let P,,./ be an arbitrary pattern% PoSr. From (7) and from surjectivity of T there 
exist p;,.r E P {).k and a subset Ck of S( P,‘).~ ) such that 7( CL) = S( p(,.;). That is, for 
any Pl+ I.1 E PI* 1.x there exist c’ such that 
~W)=po.,u~,+,.x and c’lf& = ~,f,.~ . (8) 
We shall define the continuous mapping cp in terms of pu as in Lemma 3.1. Put 
k, = 1 and I, =f( k,). Let P,~.~, bean arbitrary pattern in PO./,. It is easy to see that 
~,:-‘~4~,,‘--, 2 for x E f&k, can be specified so that, by these p,‘s, poeI, is mapped to 
/I,‘,,&, c &A, satisfying the following conditions. That is, in the case where there exists 
a W’. c) G T such that ~lf3,,_~, = n,./, , then P:,,~, = ~‘if3~,,~,, . Otherwise P:,.~, = c’IB,,,~, 
for some C’ and c such that 4 c’) = c and cl&,,,, = JI,,.[, . Since T is surjective, such 
a PAA, can always be chosen. Note that in the latter case c’ and c are not unique 
in general. In such a case P[,.~, satisfying the condition is taken arbitrarily. depending 
upon the ci~ Warily chosen C’ and c. In general, f( k) 2 111 by definition and substitut- 
ing f( k 1 for IPI does not violate condition (ii) of Definition 3.4. Therefore, it is easy 
to see that we can determine pK for x E &, to take P,,.~, mentioned above. Let 
k2 = k, + 1 and let & = f( k,). Let R,_~_ be an arbitrary pattern in &, . We can define 
p, : E ‘<,!J’ --* 2 for x E f3k,.A, so that these p,‘s for x E Bk+, together with those p#‘s 
for s f I$,.&) so far determined. map n, /, to P/,.~, satisfying the following conditions. 
That is. in the case where there exists a (6, c) k T such that c*jB,,.~, = p,,.+, we have 
that /I,‘,~~, = c’~B,,.+. Otherwise, P;,.~, = c’~B,,_~, for some C’ and c such that 
where P,‘,.~, is the pattern determined by n,,!_ I&,, using p, : Gt’JW -j z’ for x E f?,,.xi . 
From the equation obtained by substituting I, and k, respectively, for 1 and k in 
(Sk it is easy to see that in the latter case there is at least one pair of configurations 
(c’. c 1 satisfying the conditions above. In either case mentioned above, poar2 I&,, is 
mapped to pk, I&, kj by p,‘s for s E B,,_k,. Putting k,+, = k, + 1 and li+I =f(k,+I) we , 
can define y, for all A- E P-‘ in ways we discussed above. Let q be the continuous 
mapping specified by these p,‘s. Then clearly rq becomes the identity mapping on 
C‘ and q(c) = C’ for any (c”, c) C T. 
(ii)*(%). Let c’ E C be an arbitrary configuration, and let T be {(c’, c)}, where 
f( (” 1 = c. Then. (ii) implies (iii) by the definitions. 
(iii)+(i). Suppose in contradiction that 7 has cross-sections freely and that it is 
not open. Then there exist k 12 I and 11~ c P,,.A such that 7( S( pr )) is not open. 
Therefore. there exist3 a CC r(S( pk)) such that S(CIB,,.,)PT(S@~ 1) for any 2 1. 
That is. for any i 2 1 there exists a p, + ,.% ti P, + ,., such that cIB,,., LJ pl + I.x t3(S( pk 1). 
Put c, =I t’ / H, b , v p, + 1 . , . Since c t T( S( pk )), there exists a c’ c S( 1~~: such that I = C. 
Then. since T has cross-sections freely, there exists a continuous mapping 9 such 
that 9(c) = C’ and T(C is the identity mapping. Put c: = P(G). Since C$ M( p,)) and 
W is the identity mapping. we have c:@ S( pk). We can choose a subsequence 
{c: , , , ) of {c: ) so that {c:., [, ) converges. where ZJ is a mapping on the set of nonnegative 
integcrk Since S( pk ) is open, lim c’:.,,, & S( pk ). On the other hand, since lim c,., , = c 
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and q is continuous, we have 
lim CL,,, = lim cp(C,,~i,) =cp(lim C,,(i)) = q(c) = C’E S( pk), 
which is a contradiction. Cl 
Corollary 3.6. The theorem is still valid even if we modify Definition 3.4 by replacing 
condition (ii) of this definition by 
(ii)’ ITI<~and,forany(c’,,c,),(cl?,~~)~ T, 
c; f ci implies c, Z c2. 
Proof. Since (ii)’ implies condition (ii) of Definition 3.4, the latter implies the 
modified one stated in the coro!lary. Therefore, condition (i) of Theorem 3.5 implies 
condition (ii) of that theorem even if we adopt the modified definition. Furthermore, 
by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.5, condition (ii) of Theorem 
3.5 implies condition (iii) of that theorem in the case of the modified definition. E 
The proof of the next corollary is similar to the proof of Carollary 3.6 and is 
omitted. 
Corollary 3.7. Let m be url arbitrary positive integer. Theorem 3.5 is still u&i erQ)r 
if we modify Dqfinitioll 3.4 by replacing conditiorl (ii 1 of that defhition by 
(ii)” I?‘1 = m cud, for arly (cm;, cl ), (c:. c& i- 7: 
c; f c> implies c, # c,‘ . 
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